At American Patchwork & Quilting,
we strive to bring quilters together to be
inspired, to learn something new, and to
share their love of quilting with others. The
quilters may come from different places and
enjoy different quilting techniques, but what
ties them together is the joy and community
that quilting brings to them. The many parts
of our block are pieced together to form
something of beauty, which represents the
many quilters coming together to share a
passion and friendship.

Pieces of Friendship

Requirements
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1 - 5” x 5” square - fabric A
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1 - 5” x 5” square - fabric B
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1 - 9” x 9” square - fabric C

44

1 - 5” x 5” square - fabric D

for the Splendid Sampler ™

Lindsay Mayland
Finished Block Size 6” x 6”

2. Sew together a triangle unit and a fabric C large triangle to
make a square unit. The square unit should be 3½” x 3 ½”
square including seam allowances. Repeat to make four
square units total.

Cutting Instructions
From fabric A cut:
✂✂ 1 square - 4 ¼” x 4 ¼”. Cut twice on the diagonal to yield 4
small triangles.
From fabric B cut:
✂✂ 1 square - 4 ¼” x 4 ¼”. Cut twice on the diagonal to yield 4
small triangles

3. Use a pencil to mark a diagonal line on the wrong side of
each fabric D - 1½” x 1 ½” square. Align a marked fabric D
square with fabric C corner of a square unit. Sew on marked
line. Trim excess fabric, leaving ¼” seam allowance. The
square unit should still be 3½” x 3 ½” square including seam
allowances. Repeat with each square unit.

From fabric C cut:
✂✂ 2 squares - 3 ⅞” x 3 ⅞”, Cut once on the diagonal to yield 4
large triangles.
From fabric D cut:
✂✂ 4 squares - 1 ½” x 1 ½”.

4. Sew together square units in pairs. Press seams open.
Join pairs to make block. Press seam in one direction. The
unfinished block should measure 6½” x 6 ½” square.
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Block Assembly
1. Sew together fabric A small triangle and a fabric B small
triangle to make a triangle unit. Repeat to make four triangle
units in total.

#TheSplendidSampler
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